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Abstract. The performed analysis of scientific sources confirms the 
existence of a small number of publications devoted to the experimental 
research of the gasdynamics and plasmodynamics of jets used as a heat-
transfer medium in the thermal methods of mine rocks destruction. There 
are almost no experimental and theoretical publications related to the 
multiple-jet plasmotrons research. The expediency of own experimental 
researches performing has been substantiated concerning the lateral inflow 
of heat-transfer medium high-speed jets on the borehole surface. An 
experimental research has been made of the interaction between the heat-
transfer medium high-speed jets and the surface of the borehole imitated 
by the through duct. The further prospects of this work are the following: 
to determine the gas velocity along the lateral surface of the through duct 
and the value of the heating capacity coefficient from the heat-transfer 
medium to the lateral surface of the through duct, which imitates the rock 
surface in the borehole. These parameters are required for creating a 
mathematical model of the brittle destruction of rocks. 

1 Introduction  
Taking into account productivity and expenditures for various methods of the borehole 
drilling and reaming realization, thermal methods of rock destruction are of the most 
interest. 

The relevance of application of thermal methods for rock destruction is based on the 
wide range of facilities for realization of the heating or cooling processes of rock. 

Forms of thermal influence on the rock have the unified physical basis, namely, change 
of power connections potential. Tensions of thermal expansion of rock minerals are 
proportional to the thermal expansion coefficient of minerals, Young’s modulus and 
heating temperature. Since Young’s modulus and thermal expansion coefficient of rock 
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minerals take different values, while heating inside the rock minerals besides tensions, 
predefined by the emergence of temperature gradient, the structural thermal tensions 
appear, that reach maximal values on the edges of mineral grains. Therefore most of 
thermal rock destruction products detach from the rock mass along the grain edges of 
minerals. 

In the cases of application of thermal methods of rock destruction the destruction products 
detach from the rock mass under the influence of the shear and tensile thermal stresses. 

It is known that the strength limit for shearing and stretching is approximately 7 – 10 
times less than the strength limit for the compression. Therefore a thermal method of rock 
destruction is the most energy saving method of destruction. 

While temperature increasing in a heating area along with the strength and aggregate 
hardness decreasing there is a reduction of rock fragility emerges that allows to use the 
thermal methods of rock destruction effectively not only in the processes of the borehole 
drilling but also in the processes of the boreholes reaming [1]. 

Most effective amid the processes of the borehole reaming are the thermal ones, in 
particular with application of the gas jet heating of rock with usage of arc electrical 
discharge. 

Plasma burners have some advantages: 
– widened adjustment range of thermal parameters and concentration of the jet power 

[2]; 
– diminished amount of hazardous gases emission; 
– simplified system of the burners automation; 
– fissure propagation at significant depth of the rocks in the process of their thermal 

destruction; 
– higher values of the heat transfer coefficient and specific heat flux from the heat-

transfer medium to the borehole surface. 
Due to high velocity of the torch movement in a borehole an average velocity change of 

its temperature is provided for the range of 3000 – 5000 ºC/s. 
It should be noted that efficiency of thermal fragile rock destruction increases due to 

rock hardness augmentation and expenditures of this process realization tend to diminish. 
The highest efficiency of thermal method for rock destruction is reached in the borehole 
reaming process in a monolithic enough and well-drillable rock mass. 

The analysis of scientific sources testifies that for the known devices with an arc 
electrical discharge for rock destruction the ranges of operating performance of thermal 
tools, effective modes of heating, mechanical loading and fragile rock destruction were 
determined, mostly, in an experimental manner. Prevailing majority of the known 
experimental investigations concern the determination of time and temperature values of 
rock destruction [3 – 9]. Few publications devoted to the question of the experimental 
investigation of gas dynamics and plasma dynamics of the jets, that are used as a heat 
transfer medium in the thermal methods of rock destruction [10, 11 – 13]. 

The reference [10] presents average values of the heat transfer coefficient obtained by 
means of experimental investigation from the heat transfer medium to the rock surface, 
however insufficient attention is paid to the gas dynamics and interaction of the heat 
transfer medium jet with the borehole surface. 

The references [11, 12] provide an information about velocity of the heat transfer 
medium at the nozzle outlet and its value gains up to 120 m/s, that could be compared with 
velocity of plasma flow at the nozzle outlet of plasmatron, however as a heat transfer 
medium an incompressible liquid is used. It makes impossible to use the results of the 
experimental investigation for determination of the heat transfer coefficient from plasma jet 
to the rock surface. 

In the reference [14] for fragile rock destruction the high-speed (Mach number within 
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the range of 2 – 5) and high temperature (300 – 1100 ºC) jets of the heat transfer medium 
were used. However the outflow of the heat transfer medium from a nozzle took place in 
the pulsatile mode, and efficiency of rock destruction depended on gauge pressure of the jet 
on the surface of the borehole, that was at the range of 5 – 20 МPa. 

The device for creation of reservoir cavity in rocky ragstones is well-known [15]. The 
air (plasma) heated by plasmatron flows out through its nozzle along the axis of the 
borehole on the working face. 

Among the flaws of device it should be noted that a plasma torch flowing along the axis 
of the borehole not enough effectively influences on the borehole surface during its 
reaming. 

Well-known the device for electrical arc plasma drilling that contains flat nozzles 
located at interelectrode intervals that cross, and incorporated by the central channel of 
plasmatron is well-known [16]. 

Among the flaws of device it should be noted that flat nozzles are located on the end 
face of plasmatron that is why plasma torches spreading along the axis of the borehole not 
enough effectively influence on the borehole surface during its reaming. 

Angular plasmatron that contains channel of plasma stream formation inclined with 
respect to the frame axis that allows to increase efficiency of thermal energy transmission 
inside the rock and mechanical influence of plasma stream on the borehole surface that 
ultimately increases the productivity of the borehole reaming in a zone of plasma stream 
channel forming is known [17]. 

Among the flaws of device it should be noted a necessity to revolve the plasmatron around 
its longitudinal axis in order to ream an inner surface of the borehole at a certain level. 

A task to be decided in the present publication is the plasmatron creation that able to 
process to ream all inner surface of the borehole at a certain level without the plasmatron 
rotation around its longitudinal axis with the effective transmission of thermal energy inside 
a mountain the rock and mechanical influence of plasma stream on the borehole surface. 

For such a plasmatron axes of plasma stream channels formation are inclined with 
respect to the frame axis in different directions at the same acute angles. 

The features of the known experimental researches allow to determine velocity of the 
heat transfer medium on the surface of the borehole and values of the heat transfer 
coefficient only for the conditions indicated in those publications. 

An efficiency of thermal methods of rock destruction is defined by specific heat flux 
that is transferred from the heat transfer medium to the rock surface. 

Specific heat flux can be augmented due to increasing of the heat transfer medium 
temperature or heat transfer coefficient. 

In case of rock destruction in the spallation mode, i.e. in case of thermal reaming of the 
boreholes, an increasing of the heat transfer medium temperature is inexpedient, as it can 
lead to the rock melting. In this case it is necessary to increase the heat transfer coefficient 
from the heat transfer medium to the rock surface due to the augmentation of the mass 
velocity of the heat transfer medium, i.e. increasing of the heat transfer medium rate and 
velocity. Thus, application of the high-speed jets of the heat transfer medium seems to be 
prospective in the processes of fragile rock destruction. 

As the known results of experimental researches dissatisfy to the decision of tasks of the 
current work, fulfilment of own experimental research of the interaction of high-speed heat 
transfer medium jets with the borehole surface is necessary. 

2 Methods 
Experimental research of the interaction of high-speed jets of the heat transfer medium with 
the borehole surface is executed as a lateral surface of the cross duct imitated the rock 
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surface in a borehole. 
The scheme of the heat-transfer medium stream interaction with the side surface of the 

cross duct is shown in Fig. 1. 
Compressed air from a compressor through the gate and regulative valves and 

prechamber flows through the air duct directly to the nozzle. A model that imitates the rock 
inside the borehole is executed as a cross duct channel (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1. The scheme of the heat-transfer 
medium stream interaction with the side 
surface of the cross duct. 

Fig. 2. The disposal of the drainage orifices in the 
cross duct; 1 – 4 – drainage orifices; alat – distance 
from the drainage orifices to the end of the cross 
duct; Н – cross duct length; D – inner diameter of the 
cross duct. 

For pressure determination in the air duct and prechamber the deformation standard 
manometers of 1227 model were used with a provisional scale of the МО type. The upper 
limit of measurement of the standard manometers is 1.6 МPa. The accuracy class of devices 
is 0.15 [18]. 

The essence of experimental investigation consisted of measurement of pressure on the 
lateral surface of the cross duct at the air jet impingement on the lateral surface. For this 
purpose the drainage orifices in the cross duct are made that connected by impulse tubes to 
the recording manometers [18]. 

The values of pressure on the lateral surface of the cross duct obtained during 
experimental investigation are necessary for determination of the gas velocity along the 
lateral surface of the cross duct what makes possible to determine the heat transfer 
coefficient from gas that imitates the heat transfer medium, to the lateral surface of the 
cross duct that imitates the rock surface in the borehole. 

Drainage orifices 0.8 mm in diameter are executed in the normal line direction to the 
axis of the cross duct. The copper tubes of total pressure were set in the drainage orifices. 

The edges of tubes are located on 0.3 mm above the inner surface of the duct and turned 
to the flow that impinges the duct, for measurement possibility of the total pressure of flow 
that enters the duct. For the velocities of flow less than M < 2.3 the error of total pressure 
measurement by a copper tube does not exceed 1% [19]. 

Rubber impulse tubes 2 mm in diameter from the drainage orifices of the cross duct 
brought to the recording manometers. The maximum error of manometers measurement 
equals 0.5% of the maximal pressure value that is measured [19]. Accuracy estimation of 
gauge pressure measurement as well as damping period of the wave processes in tubes were 
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provided in accordance with well-known methodology [20]. 
Thermophysical and mechanical properties of mediums and materials that were used 

during experimental research were taken in accordance with [21]. 
An experiment for interaction of the gas jet with the lateral surface of the cross duct 

involved values as follows: 
– nozzle outlet diameter ( 0d ) – 0.016 m; 
– nozzle length ( nozL ) – 0.016 m; 
– inner diameter of the cross duct ( D ) – 0.08 m; 
– cross duct length (Н ) – 0.15 m; 
– distance between drainage orifices along the side surface of the cross duct ( latа ) –

0.030 m; 
– relative distance from the outlet orifice plain to the inlet cross duct plain ( )0dhh =  – 

12, 16, 20, 28; 
– absolute air pressure at the nozzle inlet =0nozР 1.1; 1.5; 1.7; 1.9; 2.1 MPa; 
– an angle between the axis of nozzle and axis of the cross duct φ = 30º, 45º; 
– mach number at the nozzle outlet ( 0М ) – 1.0. 
The geometrical parameters of the cross duct and the nozzle are adopted in accordance 

with geometrical similarity to the technological and processing parameters of plasmatron 
and diameter of boreholes before the beginning of the thermal reaming process. 

In more detail the methodology of experimental research and the scheme of the 
experimental set-up are described in [22]. 

An imitation of the plasma jet by means of air is absolutely acceptable, because an 
ionization level of the low temperature plasma used as the heat transfer medium in the 
processes of the rock thermal destruction does not exceed 1%. 

3 Results and discussion 
In Fig. 3 dependence of gauge pressure on the side surface of the cross duct, i.e. on the rock 
surface on absolute air pressure at the nozzle inlet and relative distance from the outlet 
orifice plain to the inlet cross duct plain for different values of an angle between the axis of 
nozzle and axis of the cross duct is shown. 

Comparison of pressure values of the air stream on the inner surface of the cross duct a 
allows to make a conclusion that for other equal conditions pressure on the inner surface of 
the cross duct increases with the augmentation of pressure at the nozzle inlet that testifies 
an adequacy of measurement results. 

Fig. 3 shows that increasing of pressure at the nozzle inlet causes an augmentation of 
pressure, and, accordingly, velocity of the heat-transfer medium on the rock surface. 

In a point 1 air stream pressure on the surface of the cross duct reaches highest value 
since point 1 is the nearest one to the intersection of the stream axis with the surface of the 
cross duct. 

Increasing of the distance from the outlet orifice plain to the inlet cross duct plain 
pressure on the inner surface of the cross duct diminishes and, accordingly, diminishes air 
velocity along the side surface of the cross duct. 

Pressure distribution along the surface of the cross duct subjects to the nonlinear 
relationship. 

Thus, the results of the experimental investigation allow to make a conclusion that the 
application of high-speed plasma jets and, actually, plasmatron as the thermal tool for rock 
destruction is a prospective direction of the scientific research. 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of gauge pressure (Pg) of the heat-transfer medium on the side surface of the cross 
duct on absolute air pressure at the nozzle inlet and relative distance from the outlet orifice plain to 
the inlet cross duct plain. 
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4 Conclusions 
The analysis of publications that proves the presence of small amount of publications 
devoted to the experimental research of gas dynamics and plasma dynamics of the jets that 
are in application as a heat transfer medium in the thermal methods of rock destruction. 

The motivation of the fulfilment of own experimental researches of interaction of high-
speed heat transfer medium jets with the inner surface of the borehole is made. 

The experimental research of interaction of high-speed heat transfer medium jets with 
the inner surface of the borehole is made as a lateral inner surface of the cross duct imitated 
the rock surface in a borehole. 

The further prospects of this work are next: the determination of gas velocity along the 
lateral surface of the cross duct and the value of the heat transfer coefficient from the heat 
transfer medium to the lateral surface of the cross duct that imitates the rock surface in the 
borehole. 
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